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It appears that the intuitive idea of freshwater (FW) 
forcing of AMOC has not been tested again the data,  

mainly because 

modern AMOC records are short, and the modern 
AMOC changes are still in hot🌶 debate 



Two of the biggest advantages of paleoclimate 
records are 

1. Long records
2. Large signals
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AMOC sensitivity to freshwater (FW) input 
change is shown to be muted 

when FW fluxes (50m sea level equivalent) 
associated with the final Northern 
Hemisphere deglaciation (~5,700 years) are 
considered.
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FW: 50m sea level rise in 5,700 years = 0.1 Sv

FW: Bering Strait opening = 0.08 Sv

Total FW flux into Arctic/North Atlantic Ocean in the early Holocene = 0.10-0.18 Sv 
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AMOC data:
Pa/Th: McManus et al., 2004, Lippold et al., 2019  
Cross-strait δ18O at the Florida Straits: Lynch-Stieglitz 2017  
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AMOC

Greenland  TFor the simulation with 
known AMOC (proxy) data, 

it’s better prescribing AMOC 
than prescribing FW.
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Two transient CCSM3 
simulations of past 21,000 
years with/without FW in 
the Holocene



TraCE-21K-II: prescribing AMOC  

TraCE-21K-I: prescribing FW after BA 
warming

FW schemes

Question I: can we prescribe 
AMOC in the model without 
using FW forcing?
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TraCE-21K-II: prescribing AMOC  

TraCE-21K-I: prescribing FW after BA 
warming

Summary: both the model 
and data support that FW 
forcing of AMOC is muted. 
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Question II: both the model and
data support that FW forcing of
AMOC is muted, but what is
causing the bias of high
sensitivity of AMOC to FW in
the model?



It’s not due to model resolution



It’s not due to model resolution

MR: 0.25°
LR:   1°



It’s still not due to model resolution



Implications of HMAP for future projections



Are CMIP-projected AMOC declines in 2100 partly 😔or 
predominantly😰 due to Arctic sea ice melting?

Collins et al. (2013). 



Are CMIP-projected AMOC declines in 2100 partly 😔or 
predominantly😰 due to Arctic sea ice melting?

CMIP5 CMIP6



How to address HMAP in AMOC modeling?

Following the CO2 protocol below:

1. prescribe CO2 for climate simulations of the past and future

2. treat any predicted CO2 changes from carbon cycle models with caution



How to address HMAP in AMOC modeling?

If you are concerned with HMAP

1. prescribe AMOC for climate simulations of the past and future

2. treat any predicted AMOC changes from climate models with caution

Thank you!

fenghe@wisc.edu 


